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Coney Island i is a recent sand bar | 
‘ 

travesend, at the southwe estern corner of Long Island (see Plate 

nd forming the eastern boundary of the outer bay of New York. weer “ee 

atil w rithin ‘the last three « or four years the. exceptional advar antages 3 

afforded by this island for surf bathing and direct ‘access to the cool- 

sland, was to the as a place « of summer resort, and the 

xtraordinary ‘success this w which also a a 
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by Norton & Murray’s Hi at the west end 



‘years, until at this present there is scar cely a foot of beach unoceupied, 

and the number of ‘daily visitors is to be counted | by tens of thousands. . " 

Although the fi fac ilities f communicating w vith the island have 

“except Brooklyn passengers, too often becomes a fruitful source 

pi er forms the of the following was 

“built w with a view of relievi ing this difficulty, by y affording means of lad 
at 

ing directly upon | the beach | from steamers connecting with all points in g 4 

the harbor, and at same time pr esenting attractions as a a promenade 

“Its construction, inv olving as it does the | application of of the water jet 

a means of sinking piles, is believed to some features of pro- 

10m ny are so fully 1 recognized, as to a "general 

description of the system a quite unnecessary, 

“Schermerhorn, Assistant Ci iv il Engineer 8. A, M of 

the Society, has. prepared a table “show ing ap ‘application of the water | jet 

to the drivi ring © of piles,’ ” from w hich it w ould appear that as early as the ; 

year 1852 piles were sunk by. water ‘jet in the foundations for a hart and 

archouse at Decrow’s Matage orda Bay, ‘Texas. 

‘Bay Lighthouse, Ob esa sapeake Bay, work being rge of C. 

By In ad construction. of the and Kent England, in 

1856, Jam es ‘Brunlees, “ hollow east iron piles with jet forced 

i 
In 1862, 5 000 re su 

FREED 
aes ging by g below La of pile.” 
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ih England one on . the Continent some of the ‘most ‘interesting appli- 

tions of the occurred. in the; construction of 

int t about 500 feet west of the Plate XLII), 

' ~ extends 1000 feet in a southerly direction to a point at which a tit of 

| >revions to the erection of the buildings it ted the appearan ie revious to the erection of the buildings i presen ed the appearance 

indie vated in the parallel perspective, Fig. 2, Plate XLIII. 

At the shore end it is 120 feet wide betw een centres of outer piles, and — 

120 0 feet long; thence to the midsection, a distance of 320 feet, the \ Ww width i is 

50 fe set; at this sec tion t the v width is 83 feet, for a length of 100 feet; fro 

t thence to pier head the is again 50 feet, for ‘820 feet in 

thi e sides « of the pier head, and e 

we = ot, Ww hich th i is s floored over and serves as a 

Ww e the uppe er one is is omitted, except as a part of the buildin 

subsequently erected. The lev el of on lower floor is feet above high 

ater, andl of the | upper floor feet. the junction n of the pier head 

is vided | into tw wo—the end | Deing used for pur- 

- poses of. embarkation, an and all of the e remainder, back to the s shore end, 

- devoted t to bathing houses. - Communic ation w with t the water is obtained be 

pes shaiews ays directly from the lower floor, and bys a passagewa ay carr ied i. 

the west side of the shore building, to high water mark. The 

main entrance to pier at this end is reached by triple flight of 

After that portion nol the structure above referred to was under 

bul dings the designs ¢ of Messrs. Gambrill & 

architects, of New York, were accepted. general idea of the 

appearance of of this ‘combination - may be had from Fig. 1, Plate XLIII, 

which i is taken from the or iginal w ater r color dra aw wing submitted by the 

architects. At the shore end there vere is a restaurant on the level of the 

4 
paper, built for the O

cean Navigation and Pigs 

York, and the pier now being ow being constructed at Long 
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floor, with kitchen, o offices The promenade. deck i is. 

by a light roof spanning the entire width | of 50 feet. At the 

mid-section, refreshment rooms occupy t argement, so ‘to leave 

‘promenade u1 unobstrneted, while over provision is made for serial 

sleeping a apartments, surmounted by a clock tower reaching a heigh 

_ 80 feet above the water. — tire pier head is enclosed as a music hall, 

on the face. wall 

with refreshment rooms at corners elevated observ vation galleries 

nary summer storms ; 

architecture of that little > islan 

‘The Ww ronghé is ‘iron | piles used in this lap- -W elded tubes, 

«BB inches outside diameter, and half | an inch thick, except at the shore 

; i end where they are of the standard thickness 3 of an inch. 

from the works of Messrs. Morris, Tasker & Co, + these tubes were 

nished 1 with a standard thread at each end and a , coupling 5 5 inches bongs: 

=a by which they were combined at the site, forming the required length. 

They w ere also treated, Ww while hot, , with a preparation of coal tar and 

| oil inside and ‘out, with a view of preserving the iron from oxidation. 

This, however, | has not proved to be satisfactory, as as in many “instances” 

4 desirable | to use a marine varnish ofs some brand y w vhich has been thor. 

All from the point where the floors begin, their upper sec- 

the coating has already been washed off, In all such cases it Ww would be . 3 

vorting low er floor ; sections not exceed 20 feet. 

At the shore end the there are are eight piles in a row ; the four center ones 

—_ 12 feet long, 80 as to bring the ¢ coupling directly | under the casting 

i 16 foot 8 inches, and the outer piles, on either side, = feet 6 wie % 
se 

feet 
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a siderable 
to the action of the wind, in such an exposed position and upon 

ie Sl _ such a foundation, may be considered as entirely safe. The present — q gt 

t ; = structures have thus far shown no evidence of weakness under the ordi- 3 

it remains to be seen how they will weather the 

violent tempests of other seasons of the year. If the experiment 

i 
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Throughout the main stem there are four | 



. The: mid section has six piles in a row, 16 | feet 8 inches apart, while 

: at the . pier-head there are eight piles s in a row; ; the two on either side 
6 

he main ee at 12 feet 6 inches between centres. ( See — 

in which the rests, secured by set s screws 

q 

inches in is left for the water je Ape. 

On the tops of the piles ar are Cant -iron capitals, s secured to them i 

_ set screws and fitted to rec receive re the wrought-i -iron beams ¥ w hich form 7 

the support of the floor ; they are also furnished with cylindrical Ings a 

for connecting a sy stem of rods 1} inches i in diameter. 

The beams in the lower floor are supported upon ‘castings clamped 

ar around the piles directly above a « a coupling. 

ugs for brace- rod connections. 

The floor beams are laid lengthways « of the pier, ow - secured to 

These castings have similar 

castings by § inch bolts through the lower flanges. i 

_ Throughout the upper floor, and in both floors at the pier- heed, these 

ms are 15 inches deep and 150 pounds per yard. . Under the bathing 

1ouses they are 10 inches es deep and 105 pounds” to th the yard ; and at the 7 

shore end 12 inches deep 125 5 pounds per yar 

bef ‘They are connected transversely -at each row of piles by | 6-inch beams, — 

ith angle-i “iron lugs, which are bolted directly through | 1 the webs 0 of the 

“main bes ams ; 5 where there are two floors the lower struts are 3 by 5 inches _ 

iron, bolted to the clamp castings. Suitable provision is made for 

es in length due to the > temperature, by ‘slotting the bolt holes. stig 

a: As an additional precantion against the possible effect of windupon 

the buildings at the mid section and pier-head, a system of vertical brac- 7 

ing in both directions subsequently intro d between the low er 

floor and high tide. This consists of it- -inch rods, connected to the 

aol by cast-iron ee hich are held i in place by pe -bolts—and hor 

uts a are up two 6- inch latticed i in form of 

q section, similar to the lateral struts in br necessarily 

be watched with 
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“The timber flooring « consists of 3 oy inches Georgia pine joist, spaced q 

floor, and 2 by 6 inches for the low er, the whole being suitably - spiked — 

¥ 
_. «a Owing to the very limited time allowed for or the completion of the 

two feet apart, upon w ‘hich 3 by 6 inches ‘planking i is laid for the e upper 2 4 
q 

: "structure, it | was impossible to make suitable soundings and and borings in 

onder to determine the proper | length of piles ; but, , from the imperfect 

> - data a at hand, it was: decided to sink the first row 10 feet in the sand and 4 4 

gradually in increase the depth to to 15 feet at the outer end, where it was 

ee that the x w ater w ould be 14 feet at high water. a. ery soon after 

work | was commenced, it was found that this arrangement ‘could not be — 

to, owing to the irregular ‘slope of of the bottom ; accordingly 

ston 1 000 additional feet of tubing w w rere ordered, and the piles w ere 

_ tubing o on hand rather than by a strict adherence to the original plan. 

the pier head the w ‘as actually found to be 16 feet deep, and = 

made up to lengths which were ‘frequently - regulated by ‘the sections of 

“the piles driven in this section were e generally 5 57 feet long, giving a y depth 

of 17 feet in the sand. 

In the o penation of sinking the piles the water jet wi was applied through 

pipe 1} inches in 1 diameter, ‘extending | down through the pile and disk, 4 

and about 2 2 inches beyond. nd. T This pipe was held firmly in position | by — 

w coden Blocks driven in at the pile head, and connected w with the pump: 

rubber hose. . The wv water ] pressure was thus” ‘transmitted directly to 

the sand at the foot of the pile, with the oftect, as is w ad know rms of trans- 

forming it into a semi-liquid mass, through which the pile settles easily 

& 

the sec ction were en ws a machine v very ry similar 

the machine ati its ase, while the upper end was a 

block mov ing freely in the leaders, 

After the the completion of t the shore. ‘end a scaffold was built at at 

the upper deck, w hich was erected the tra travelling derrick, = 

represented in in parallel perspective, Plate XLIV. ins which w ill 

we" observed that there are four pairs o of leaders, sustai 

projecting 1 bey ond the mented of support, and at t right angles to the nee 

of the } pier. . These leaders are e spaced 16 feet 8 inches apart to correspond — : 

ow ith ‘the iles in each row, and the length of the overhan is equival valent. 

to the een the rows, 
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it is sufficient to say that its efficacy was fully demonstrated by the 

at the rear of the platform. 

‘The entire weight i is upon two of grooved wheels, in 

each re row, and so sieineaiiitit as to lead in the line of piles. oe aoa 

At the the foot of the overhang, which i is 6 feet above high water, recesses 
7 

are left between the leaders for the guidance of the pile in its descent, 

, end being x fastened to a block mov ing between the leaders, 

_All the piles i in the main stem m were driven en by the aid of this ‘machine ; a 

accuracy y and « economy of the work done, and the remarkable r rapidity 

> 
The piles at the end ‘section were driven by the aid of booms 

ae on the sides of the ma main derric ‘k, and projecting. guides attached a 

the last of ‘the four piles had been placed, at the ocean 

+k was dian and the leaders a frame extend- 

extra 

ea rows sto complete { the p pier 

Plate XLV, whie th is ed from a rom 
ocean end, represents this modification mn. On the left a pile is swung 

Teg position for sinking ; ‘the small tube extending beyond the end is. 

the 1} inch pipe used for transmitting the water ter jet, as before dese ribed. | 

oP “In the foreground the connection of the beams and bracing with the piles 

a i shown, and on the: right a beam is being | placed i in | position upon piles = 

already sunk. Three of the cast-iron disks are to be seen on the centre: 

platform, ome of them already fastened | to the of ready for 

is indicated by a spirit level and strnight-cdge show nin position, ¢ as 

aleo the line of hose and its connection with the pile. As long as the jet 

s kept in motion the pile was" easily raised or lowered to the required 

oan lev al, after which the fall lines connected with the pile were made fast at - 

a the hoisting engine and the pump stopped, when a very few minutes — ie 

sufficed t to settle the | sand back into its place, and the became a 

fixture upon v which the i iron w ork could be placed without 

— 
"Phe projecting portion is sustained by four diagonal truss rods = cured q 

— 

q 

“4 a 

electric light, to be referred to hereafter. 
Plate XLVI represents a photograph taken fro 4 
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and at a rat ate, but as s the work progressed, anda 

x depth became necessary it fr equently happened that the pile would bring 

‘up tenacious material which was eevumed ‘to be clay, ar and 

through w which the water jet, unaided, could not: to force a 

such cases it was found that by raising the pile six 

inches | and allowing it to drop ) sudde nly, , with the jet still in n operation, — tag q 

a repeating as rapidly as possible, the obstruction was finally over- = 

come ; sienght in some instances on or six hours were consumed i in 

a “sinking a as 0 many feet. . It was not possible to determine the character of rh ae d 

- these deposits from actual al samples recovered, but from the action of the = 

in ‘Passing thr ough, were assumed te to be ‘These 
= 

rience w ith one w ould ben no ¢ crite rion for the : 

thickness from six inches to three feet. 

pumping plant consisted of a orthington pump with a 12-inch ‘inch 

cylinder 8} -inch stroke, a water cylinder 7h in 

Also a No. 6 Cameron pump w ith * steam eylinder 10 inches in 
inc 

9-ine stroke, and a water -ylinder 6 inches in in diameter. = 

< 

on 

was of fout- gum, was 3 inches. boiler wus 49 

in diameter, 8 feet high, and containing | 62 tubes 2 inches in | diame ster. e 

At first the pump and boiler were . placed at the extreme shore end, on 

a platform 5 5 feet above high water ; from whic hj position alll the } piles to Ly 

the end of the mid section were driven. a The plant was then move ved out 

_ upon the lower deck about 400 feet, bringing the pump 14 feet tabove 
— 

v water. This a arrangement did not give satisfactory results, as 

- force of the jet seemed to be very much reduced, and the piles oce occupied — 

more time i in sinking accordingly the pumps ) w wre lowered ad upon a plat- 

form suspended four feet above high \ Ww water, and no further 

‘The Wortl orthington pump, although a very old ome, did | serv ice. 

: The Cameron very satisfactory, with one nof 
wit 

— | 
q When no serious obstruction 

driving a row of piles with the original derrick, placing the iron beams q 

Be nd temporary track and rolling out for the next row, was six hours _ 4 3g 
uring the day time, and eight hours on the night shift, 4 - 

4 | 
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"pressure. These rings wear out in some cases quite rapidly, and. cannot 

be repaired - the work. “Where ‘such pumps are to be used at any = 

distance from th e factory, a “number | extra valves should be ] 

vided. . An abunda ance of steam was | supplied by the boiler after the — 

exhaust had been ‘turned into the smoke stack and soft coal used as 

fuel, 1, of which an 

sinking ed each pile. 

With b the | power ‘above described, it was po" that atti could be 
in 

driven in clear sand at the rate of of 3 feet per minute to a depth of 12 feet; 

after oe rate of “progress ess_gradually diminished until 18 feet a 

limit “was reached bey ond which it was not “practicable to go go w ithout 

onside rable loss of time. It is probable that with a larger pump, aod a 

x possibly on improved method of applying the jet, better results can be “a 

Afew disks, 2} feet in diamete er, were tried, but much more time a 

required in sinking them. one feet disk 

in sinking 15 feet through ve ery “uniform s rm sand. 

ater et ond of dete 

tube of pe ter; this was “accomplished. by camping a conte 

cap, 

s The | joint at the the unction of tl the disk and vile 

rom shone pump was reed 

through the 2-inch in centre. 

a In this case the | pile sank 1 much more an before, | re, and, 

collapsed, which would seem to indic ate that the resistance to the move- 

ment of | the water had been materially reduced. Sint 

- Upon one or two o¢ casions it became nee essary to raise piles: whieh, 

though the pump was being driven at full hose frequently 

ihe mistake, had been driven to a greater de pth than requir ad, ‘and 

ome firmly settled. a This as accomplished by passing a 

_ jet dow n pane ne outside of the pile till the disk was reached, when 

the pile w was ‘as easily raise d by: the blocks “attached to the hoisting engine, 

‘2 and finally secured at the proper 
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a a _ work, in order to make it available for the summer business, prevented — J +a 4 

the of other methods of applying the | 
a oper size of nozzle in proportion to 

st piles driven the experiment was 
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to be five t tons p per square foot of disk ; but. of « course ourse this s must bad con. 

es, lered as dependent upon the. depth of the pile in the ‘sand, and | pos- 

also the depth of water and compac tness: of the sand. Owi wing to 

the nnequal distribution of the weight of the buildings, many ~ these 

piles sus sustain a load due to the ‘stra ucture alone, of 40 000 or 

tons per square foot of disk ; to this must be e add led the wei wei ht of mov ‘in = 

_ masses of people, and exce ptional local a loads, which have i = some cases. 

a increased the pressure w upon the « disk to eight tons pe per - square foot with- 

=] out causing | any settlement which may be detected by the eye. This 
sac 

extreme practice is not recommended, howev er, Ww eve rigidity 

of fo dation is re require d. 

‘The wooden piles around head were | also driven by aw ater 

_ iets the 1}-inch tube used for : the iron piles being lashed to » the side o of 

the ‘wooden pile at the top, and held in place at the bottom by thr ree_ 

i cleats nailed on the sides, forming an ‘opening | 2 inches square, through - 

which the t tube was easily drawn after the pile was s sunk. senha 

Dieta It was not found “necessary to cu curve the » tube s so as to bring the jet 

an under the centre of the piles. ‘They did not exhibit any tendeney t 

work over to the side on which the tube was secured, ‘and were easil 

- controlled i in the descent nt by handspikes from a temporary staging. “ 

ks these piles w ere of pin oak, and consequently much heavier ‘than 

water, , they were settled toa depth of 12 feet without the additional aid 

' of a hammer; but much time would be saved by the use of a regular pile 

driver in connection with the where lighter piles were used 

ia ‘The most difficult feature of the tio was the short ‘cael allowed for for 

its completion, in meny cases _ compelling the resort ‘to expedients a 

whic might have been improved upon had there been opportunity. 

_ The contract was signed on the 5th of April last, requiring the com- 

pletion of pier, exclusive of Duidings by the 5th, of une. On the 

from high t tides, ‘until Ist, when the section was 

completed. ‘Four days were then in the traveling 

On pied 6th, tite a was resumed, ~ on the 28th the last row 

= 
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_ May 29th and 30:h were taken up in altering the derrick (Plate XLV), * a 
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placed, with all the iron beams an connections, in 38 days. 

the 15th t to 28th of ‘May, ‘work was pros osecuted day rand ni nigh, 

_ Light Company, of Sow ark, N 

cerned the results were very perrneirea ; with one as attached to the . 

| derrick and nt at the shore end, no diffic vulty. was experienced i in work- 

‘ing a a full force of men ct The power required to drive the machines, om 

ever, prov: ed to be mach eater than was represented. A 5-horse power proved to be gre rep A power 
e, which w as | ient for two li tights wa as, 

and it y evident that the of cost of fuel was a 

very important element in connection w ith electric illumination. ae 

pier was opened for business July 1st, ithin the next 

days” ards of 250 000 passengers had been the largest 

number in any one day being 22 600. 4 

The steamers | Columbia and Gr and at and 1 900: 

- tons respectiv ely, make regular landings, thus far w ‘ithout injury to the i ea 

staging. It is proper to state, however, that this portion of the struc- 

ture is necessarily of a ) temporary character, and liable to require f 

With the of ‘the buildings the work was designed and ex- 

The buildings were constructed ‘upon t the design, and 

of Gamrbill Fic architects, N.' » to whose ‘skill 

| | a 

lectric lamps Irom the 
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Coney Island is to-day one of the most attractive places on the coast. 4 
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SACTIONS. 

ST ABILITY OF STONE STRU ‘CTURES. 

By Wau AM C. E., Member of the 

a AT THE 

“Ti Structures i in stone, wherev rer built or of anne design hitherto 

depend upon their w eight | for their stability. Whether they b be ar 

rough” monoliths of the Druids at Stonehenge, or the monumen 

obelisks of E gypt, or the more elaborate and [graceful ¢ columns of Greeee, ha 

in every case the of gray has ever been force which 

si to resist any extern forces which them, 

cept the force of ‘the wind. ‘They either carry noload, as in amonumental 

designs, o or, as in the columns of a Grecian portico 0, they « carry only Pi 

static load of an entablature, which by ite w eight - well as its. connec- 

tion with the mass of the building, really adds to the stability of the - 

‘columns. height of Greci iam columns \ varies” from 

in any ‘stone struc ture d designed to resist st applied for ces W which are 

not vertical, we shall find the relative height much diminished. Ar retain- a 

gw wall of fir masonry dry sand, can have a a height of 

— — 
—— 
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obelisks are found to vary in th 
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to twice the thickness at t the b base. Iti is is quite evident: from these pro Pro- 

: st so that it may act as a counterpoise against the external pressures, while 
> 

a ee the s strength of the stone denned enters into the consideration, because it 

is ev vidently so greatly i in excess possible re requirements 

ameters ers high | to o thet top of f the masonry. 
— 

Smeaton’ 8 Eddystone lighthouse, on base of 26 ft. is 68 ft. high, or 

2.61 diame 

The new Eddystone, now building, on s a base of 35’ 5, will ‘be 116 ft., "7 

‘The Bellrock ‘lighthouse, on a a base | of 42’, is 15 fk high, or 2. 

The Wolf Rock lighthouse on ona base of 41’ is high, or 

“The Minot's Ledge ee on a ‘base of 30 ft., is 80 ft. high, or 

" 

These s are ‘constructed as to the bond be- 

tw een stones of the same course by elaborate dovetailing. some in- 

stances the beds of the outer stones are also dovetailed, while dowelling 

is common in all of them. In the Wolf Rock, and some other lighthouses _ 

of the same class, the first and second courses are bolted to to the rock with 

Dolts and wedged at each end, the holes mad 

fal in the early stages of of the progress 0 of a work, when it ‘is bn sagan to. 

stor ms, and before the superstructure is raised to such an height as to ps : 

Prev event seas from br rreaking right ov ver it. Undoubtedly the. dov etailing 

“stability thus gained i is due to the tensile the n material, a kind 

of strength which ‘stone is comparatively deficient. is stated by 

Mr. Douglass (Pree. Inst. 0. March, that when “blocks sot 

anite are p granite ar 
that the week: is so as to as nearly as possible « 

| — 

equal to half its height. A masonry é 

; a 
L 
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Spectacl —_ TheSpectacle lighthouse, on s bare of 82 ft ia 98 high, or 291 
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es of the dovetail amount to two bende an inch in plan by 

sere inches deep, running across the bed ofa ne about four feet w de, 4 

it will be seen that avery ‘small part: of the stone is prepared to 1 resist 

tensile strain, and the adhesive ‘strength of all the rest of th> bed must be 

to cement. It i is "customary to design structures i in 

forces, without to 

strength of stone. Hence necessity for quantities stone. 

The lighthouses s mentioned ar 

“height, andy ith very walls. aad r the remainder. “The new 

and i is estimated t to cost $390, 000. 00. : 

‘The ordinary ry bridge pier has a height of from 4 te to7 

The proposed piers of the | Poughkeepsie bridge show in the 

times the base at the neat lines, the bei 

E> 

truss, as by the sudden ‘starting. or on the 
a 

— or by the action of the wind. ps W ne ver these im sua amount + 
ror 

= they are communicated to to the ‘bridge seat and transmitted by ‘the 

= pier to the fo foundations. — It is against these strain ns that the pier is reall 

a . proportioned, since a small percentage of the ‘section of the pier in plan 

ow vould be sufficient to carry all the : static load, although it would not har have - 

the re quisite stability against thrust. The large bulk of stone thus de 

carry comparativel ely small lend, the consequent cost, and in 

some cases the dificulty of "obtaining suitable foundations for 

"masonry has led en engineers to seek for some "substitute. Such, for ex- 

ample, is the pneumatic pile of Dr. Potts, a a series of cast in iron | cylinders a 

‘filled with cone rete or rubble masonry. Another example i is Cushing’ s 

hollow pile of iron filled with wooden piles. Another, i in which a very 

q 
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1 — __ forms supporting the girders of the elevated railroads of New York. These 

pillars have to resist not only vertical loads, but considerable side 
&g —" hi a \ hey are inserted in cast iron sockets, which are bolted to foundations of © ay i 

=  j brickwork, so that they are beams in fact, fixed at one end and loaded at_ i ers i 

the other, the | nal thrust and transverse 

strains. All iro the ol jection of the 



able nature of the material, exposed as it is to the action of ‘the ieee yo 

= for wai used ¢ do not alw age affor d sufficient strength for |  pamenany, 

except by a a free use of material which ‘might extray: agant. There 

ean be no question but that stone is the most desirable material for 

bridge in attention, prov ovided that the size and « cost Sof a pier 

‘can be brought 1 within | the n necessary y limits in a g given ‘ease. It is there- 

fore a pertinent inquiry how may the si size and cost of masonry piers a 

Me eon w ithout a sacrifice of their stability - To answer this question — 

the o object of this p paper. 

ie a Inv the first place the size of a a pier 1 may not be reduced in any ‘con- 

siderable. degree by impr ov ing ‘the quality of cement used. For though 

the quality ‘of cement should by no means be; neglected, yet it isthe uni-_ 

ver ersal judgment « of engineers that w hatever strength may be imparted 

structure by the cement should ue omitted from the calculations of 

its sy i 

n ma rgin ¢ of 

cond place the desired pn is not to be attained by the use 

clamps between the stones of adjacent For, 

nti are usually inserted, they are inert, nor can they offer any tensile 

resistance until t they have been ‘somewhat strete etched by y the sar 

opening of the joints which they a are. ‘designed to pr protect. hey are 

“therefore ‘effec tive only y when the structure is on the point of ‘Tupture. 

Their use se presupposes a of tension i in a portion the bed joints 

which i is not compatible with a true: stability, for, ‘if it w ere, e, then might 

th the adhesion of the cement be: taken into ac account also. 

ig In t the # third place, no = advantage is to be be gained by any system of 

dovetailing between ‘the blocks, since the dovetails are ‘effective 

a agains tensile forces, which should not be permitted in stone structures. _ 

Moreoy er, as in the case clamps, the adhesion of good cement affor 

more resistance than the dov etails, Mr. John F. Bourne states in his 

report on the construction of f the Roman Rock Lighthouse, at the e Cape 

of Good Reve: (Proc. Inst. 0.E., Nov. 1868) : W Then well made, the 

cement soon becomes as and tenacious as the s stone itself 

(granite), entirely ensing V with _necessit 

only be of tempors ary service. 

Finally, a monolithic: structure is out bot the question, ow ing the 

labor and | expense of securing and transporting stone ‘shafts of the 

necessary “magnitude, a the diffic difficulty of attaching them so rigidly to ak 
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their foundations as to permit the transverse strength of the 

be developed. _Aside from these objections, it is doubtful if = 4 

to. w ithstand a considerable transverse strain, ‘it been made 

— In general, it may be said that no we ampavente is to be placed on any 

method which develops” either a tensile or transver erse strain in stone 
4 

2 
ap and it may be formulated as a a maxim that no stone structure should be- 

faye subjected to any y lateral strain which : may not be resisted by t the: pressure 

on the beds of the several courses, producing friction as ‘against sliding, — be . 

and a moment of stability as against ov verturning. ais being granted, it 

= follows that, if by any weneenn the norm: al ‘pressure ¢ on the beds can be 

increased, the stabilit y ‘of the structure. be augmented ; or 

= of ity | by. come other av vailable for ce rode ing vertical pressure, we 

~~" versely, if in a structure of given stability, we can supplement the ventill 

‘the foundation, passed up ‘through the . core of the 

ee masonry, and put into a state of tensi sion bya nut at the ‘top. . Its ten- si 

oy sile force is now exerted upon a washer, , which in turn presses upon the 

masonry with an equal force, and “the pressure is transmitted through 4 i 

to the We nc now have the benefit, no not only ofthe 

of the molecular attraction the particles of the steel ‘rod, both 

forces acting g to produce s stability, and both being permanent in their — gq a 

ature, » while th the proportion « of parts may be e such that the pressure due “- p 
n 

to molecular attraction may be far the areater of the two. Observe that 

a rod in the condition described is neither a dowel to pr prev vent sliding, nor 

an a ordinary to Emit the extent motion after of the 

source of a spe static pressure, ac iia upon the pier in which it is 

gravity), with the additional advantage | that 

point of apptication is is. at the top o of the pier, ing the stone we 

— 

— 

= 

| 

| 

ue to the elastic tension ¢ pn pressure due to gravity apresure 

a stic tension of a steel rod which has been placed vertica -— 
| 
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equally with the bottom o one, thereby greatl nereasing the stability of 

“the upper portion, and rendering all cams and similar contrivances . 

With such a pressure a: at comm: we may proceed with 

confidence to diminish the size of the « structure, leaving only stone 

to resist safely the maximum compression to w which it ma 

subjected, ail breadth of of base enough to afford the necessary lever arm ie. 

aa ne ordinary } pier er thus is reduced to a column, ora pair of columns, 

under eac *h truss, with avery remarkable | saving in the | e quantity of 

mry, without of stability. But the ‘saving, in 

this mode of construction. a T here are several other advantages Shhlioate:* 

c ally grow ine out of it. =e amount of stone is so limited that we can 

4 rea lily afford to use the best q quality, ‘and to expend a large amount of | 

labor upon | it, also to use the best quality « of cen nent § and of a any desired 4abor 1 of ceme 

ie hness, thus. producing a structure of the vor class, where, 

to” the ovainary method, only rubble wi Ww could have been 

: Again, the dimens ms - a column in plan will in most —— 

= Ww ithin the practicable sizes of single stone, enabling us to dispense 

with vertical joints, and so adding materially to the ‘Strength a: and perman- 

of structure, t concludes, after variety of 

v Ww the « courses are divided by ver tical joints. J 

of eubie blocks foreib ibly bound together by a central rod tensile 

Strain cannot be » shaken to pieces by ‘the jar of passing loads, as the 

aw courses of ordinar y piers rs are liable to be, ‘unless well clamped. Again, 

the small diameter « f the column occupies: much less space than heal 
@y 

ordin ary pier, often. we desideratum in a water way or crowded thorough- 

wad so that by this. method we are canted to use stone, w here ¢ other-— 

ley be be: carried toe a height of! 12 2 or or 15 dis ameters, bey yond which they a are = 

subject to the law governing 1g all long columns, and may fail by flexure we ieee 

ee The: use of metal to for tify masonry is hy me means without prece-_ 

den although the manner of has been n different. Tie- 

— 

— 
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| joints and properly bedded in mortar, does not 
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cathedral, and some other Gothic buildings.* or chains of 

take the thrust of massive domes, as at St. Peter’ ‘sin Rome and St. Panl’s 

in London. 8 "Smeaton placed chains around the Eddystone tow er, to re- 

cad the thrusts of the arched floors ; and Mr. Donglass informs us that a ; 

_ the upper part of this structure has been m strengthened on two ‘occasions, — 4 

iz., in 1889 and 1865, with strong internal w vrought-i iron ties, extending 

from the Jantern floor d downw wards to the solid portion of the tower. 

_ thongh previously the joints of the masonry in the tower had frequently | 

yielded to the heavy y strains impos sed on them, and the sea w rater: had <= 

- been drive driven n through them to the interior aes the building, ‘yet since mak- a 4 

those repairs no further serious leakage has occurre¢ , and the tower 

— now in a fair state of efficiency. : Tae all thee instances, although the 

to have been used me erely to to resist such fore es as might 

e ane the pe permanence of 1 masonry depending o on 1 the tensile strength of of “7 

iron for its stability. 

~ Ve principle o of utilizing the elasticity of metal to produce an applied — ee 

force for iner easing the of: masonry, as described in this paper, 

< 

af appears to 0 be : a novel one. 7 description « of ‘some columns er ected | by 

: the author in 1878, upon this — may be of interest in this con- a 

= — ‘It was desired to erect an iron bridge in in two spans 0 of 97} feet each, 

across ‘the Presumpscot river, on Cumberland Mills, Maine. Pl late 

XLVI. ) This stream, which is the outlet of Sebago Lake, i is V very rapid, 

- and is utilized at ‘several points 1 for water power. ti is subject to sudden ~ 

Ee. and violent freshets, ‘The site of the bridge i is just below the dam of the < 

Cumberland Mills Company, and upo upon m rapids descending at the r rate « of 

< about 2 2 feet in 100. _ The bottom, at this place, is a mass of ledge rock, ae 

Ww rhich, 1 fortunately, in time of low 1 water, forms : a amall island at the site 

at of the p pier. This s enabled the work of preparing the foundation to peocesd , 

without interruption fr from the water sr. The pier consists of two columns, 

% one e under ea each line oft truss, each 2 feet square, and Mn feet high, and en- 4 Bs, 

es tirely independent of ‘each other. J A vertical section of one of the columns 

ve is el shown 1, Plate IIT). Each was prepared by 

‘the centre of the square, a 4 inches in diameter and 30 

) Journey through Ca and Italy. II, p. 7 
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steam The hole was enlarged a at th the 
‘bottom to 6 e diameter, giving an oval section. The 

enlar nan was confine d to the lower 10inches, and was done with hand a 

drills shaped purposely fc for this The I hand | drill was: kept up to 

by a cast iron cyl indrie 33 inches ir in diameter, Ww hich 
2 

dropped a time, as the work of enlarging proceeded. 

hole re inch in height, and a wrought ir iron 

and d shape, that it w 

- the rock, and the rod immediately lowered into it, with the point of “aig 

wedge sticking in the jaw Ss. rod was then driven home o over the 

wedge, with a 450 Ib. hammer, havi ing a a five foot fall. ‘The hammer w as 

= piece of annular cast iron, ‘sliding loosely on the rod. < Its blow was. 

received on two oaken blocks firmly « clamped to the rod by | four bolts, i 

About twelve blows were req required to drive the rod to the bottom of the a9 

hole. ‘The ‘upper end of the rod, on which a serew thread had been neut, 

Ee meantime heid i in its true position by . notch i in a plank attached to 

the scaffolding. The ‘remaining space in ‘the rock ‘about the rod w: was 

filled with a mixture of Portland cement, iron filings and oak -ammoniac, — 
POA 

with w water. This was — to set four days before layi ing stone. = The 

‘stone blocks were of granite, taken from the Yarmouth quarries, near 

Portland. They were from 18 to 28 inches in thickness, | and w rere we finely. 

ine, * The sides s we re left v w ith the ‘natural or rock fac ce, only the corners 

dressed on two beds SO as make a joint not one-eighth of 

pitched off to a line. Eno th block was perforated with a 

hole, by the drill. Ww hen the hole half through, the 

block was turned over, and the hole finished from the centre of the oppo- 

athe bed. Each stone, ‘after being car carefully cleansed with water, was low- 

“yee down over the rod, and net in a thin paste of Portland cement and 

_ sharp * sand i in equal parts, : The annular space bet ween the rod at nd sto 

_ was filled with perfectly ary cement powder, the object of this iene to a 
4 

ame t the s steel from rust, without permitting any adhesion be tw wom the al 
1s 

J and stone. Upon the top yp stone was | placed a cast iron w washer, 9} by. 

= 4 inches, having a central boss, the upper surface of which was turned 

lown smooth, ay The w esher 1 was laid in cement, and a steel nut was 

- 

= 

4 Us q 

— 

spread the rod so as to exactly fill the 

f} channel, cut through it, 3-16ths wide, and 18 inches long. About a a 

a 
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screwed down ‘to 

to stretch the rod tw velve- of an inch. ‘The: length rod 

14 fest, we a assume the ient of sity to he 28 8 000 000, 

possibilty of its ever and the third 

column ‘was required at at one end of the bridge, but otherwise the bridge 

j | . as supported on some foundation w alls of adjacent buildings. — The | 

total quantity of stone in the three columns is less than 6 cubic olum 
ici The stability of a column built in this manner is caloulated i in 3 : 

‘same way as for crdinary 1 masonry. | We have the Ww reight of the stone and 

of the load on the column, ‘combined with the pressure due to the | ten- 

“sion on the rod, forming a vertical force, which, multiplied into a ‘suit- ; 

able lever arm in the base, produces a moment of stability; and this a 

must ‘sufficiently e exceed the moment of the extraneous 1 ares. on 

account the: limited a the beds: it becomes necessar to consider 3 

crushing strength per ‘square ine inch, on bed, 9 4 50 Ibs. 

4 He also psnetian that the strength per “square inch i is much greater in 

of larger size. Probably the crushing strength of large 

blocks used i in a column would not be less es than 20 000 Ibs. per baer! 3 

with the ‘vertical pressure, e, P, we have J Fh = = nity, in w which y is a variable 

4 lever arm measured from the centre of the base to the centre of resultant 2 3 

me pressure, , and varying» directly as F, ih In the calculation the weight ¢ of 
be 

‘the column i is assumed to be applied at the top, and the : assumption is on 

- the side of safety. y. The may maximum value which 1 may - safely be allowed to 

lever arm, | will d determine the maximum f force, F, which the 

safely resist. In ordinary ‘masonry of good. quality, subject to side 

if 

= 

the strain in the rod is —— 

_ 

000 Ibs. per square inch, > 

| 

He COMpressiVe strel 
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to the of base. We may assume, ‘therefore, y= 

maximum safe value i ina column w Mhout vertical joints, and relator orced 

with steel, , provided that this | position on of the .e resultant does not induce a an 

unsafe pressure at at the the edge of the joint. Ih some respects this column 

resembles: an arch of stone ‘voussoirs, in which, hough the principle of 

the resultant to the middle third” is a good one, 

pressure on n the or or extrados is is snot b beyond 

the diagram of vertical is a triangle 

- ing over three- -fourths of the diameter, its area is equal t to the vertical — 

"pressure P, and its perpendicular represents the pressure. per square 

om inch at the surface of vrs If we call } the thickness of a a rectan- 

According t to this theory, , one-fou of of the ase i is relieved ‘from press 

sure, but there can how no tension on that pert since o the pressure on the a 

other part furnishes a moment of pesiatance equal to the of the 

eos applied forces. Since, however, in fact there must be tension on the one- 

fourth (unless the stone be absolutely inelastic), the tension, if within the 

resisting strength of the w form a small ‘moment, by which the 

moment of pressures will be reduced ; : that is to say, the value of the 

actual lever arm arm y, is & little less than shown by theory. y I ‘If the joints — 

were dry, without cement, they only one- third of the 

: x amount of the ¢ compression of the adjacent blocks due to a pressure oe 7 

square ine inch equal to one- fourth p as found above. So that the “opening” 

under any safe force F is practically 

vi, 3 The: strain 1 developed i in 1 the ro rod through the nut, in the first instance, 

ne neither increased nor ‘diminished by any external transverse forces 

which do not exesed the maximum for which the column hes been pro- 

‘portioned. - In the « equation m of moments Py = = Fh, y y and FP are the 

variables, and will contin ue until y is limited by the size of the 

oma, that is, until y= = td, when rupture will take place. But under the 
‘9 

n value of y only which requires no change in 

f the rod may be be supposed to be = 

= q 
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‘joints, neither of which oan be e effected by. ‘the maximum safe force 

_ Similarly the strain in the rod can only be diminished by & compression 7s. 

if stone along the axis of the column, which the maximum safe force. ? an Se 

, cannot do. rf ‘We are therefore not concerned about a factor of safety in the | a 

but may use its tenacity up to the so-called limit of elasticity. 24 In- 
fi deed, there appears to no good reason for not carry ing: the strain still 

higher, for although the permanent set would tend to diminish the 

effective extension of the metal and consequ nently its tensile resistance, = 

: yet within 2 reasonable limite of strain there w ould be 0 on 1 the whole 

as it ‘stone in its The use of lead in 

‘the joints cannot be allowed, because of the tendency of © that metal to 

strain, and 80 gradually shorten the column, 

It is not nec necessary to the s sy ‘stem that the foundations should 
ac 

as native rock. An ar artificial foundation may be prepared in earth or other 

‘material, the only essential thing being a continuity of solid stone be 

the ‘bearing p points s of the rod, ‘to insure of strain. 

The stability of the column described is found as follows: 

56 cubic: feet 165 pounds 240 pounds. 

97. 5 x4 x 
a 

the same pressure, without alt 
| 

without altering the conditions of the problem. Tho 

only be increased by further stretching the metal 
— 

q 

y of the strain in the rod depends on the unyield- 3 

aa 

_ 

— 

7. 

| 

q With } foot lever arm, mon f 
foot lever arm, moment of stability = 



under these moments is s 878 pene and 1 329 pounds, r 

the e formula for p given above. 

orces are : First, that of the water der The ass assailing fo 

iolent and destructive freshets ever known in that dicen have ocenrred 

since the “columns were erected. ‘The greatest depth w rater on th 

~ column was 8 feet. This on an inclined bed of 2 feet per 100 gives a 

As the is set with a a to t 

current, ‘the other diagonal, 2.828 feet, is the width of column 

pose to the stream, but since the faces at an of 45 

this by a a arm rm of 4 feet (halt ¢ the depth) gives a a moment of 

Bo 552 feet pounds, ' which is less than half of the above moment of 

stability. The fac tor r of safety is is over 4. Should the wate 

pounds, at and factor of safety - would be over 2 

Second, The e impulse fr om a suddenly ‘Stopped train train on the bridge. _ 

tons, half! of w hich comes 
(Sec 

Estimating the train on one “span at 97.5 

on one ¢ column, and the brake force at 200° ‘pounds p per ton, we » have : a 

bers horizontal pressure Of 9 750 pounds applied at the top of the 

column. ‘The height being 1 1f feet, produces a moment of 136 foot- 

i pounds, and the factor of safety is 0 ov ver - 2 in this extreme | case, yf 

‘The s slight and elegant. ‘appearance of such columns » when en their 

“strength is male evident, renders the ‘them: partic icularly appropriate to the 

of the modern truss bridge, which is so airy ‘a structure as to 

a poses than | pie such as breakws aters, dams 

ete. it is it is proper to state, in sion, that this method of construc- 

is secured to the inventor, Charles E Hill of Xork, by 

* 

of the granite 
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Discussion SEPTEMBER 3p, 1879. 

Cuas ANUTE. :.—Granting that : all theca calculations of st strength a and 

rect ; the construction was tly done, and 

destroy ‘the initial tension which i is by the at 

"pounds yer ranting that ‘the vers the rock 

of saving m masonry. 
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ny The instances where solid rock i is found at or above the surface of the 

where we we want to locate bridge | piers, are, as we know, 

exceedingly rare. ‘The rock, if Tock there is is generally overlaid 

ssing off th the’ bed f for t the } pier, arilling the dovetailed any 

of 10 feet, especially if there should be a current, and there 

would be further trouble in stringing the stones accurately upon the rod, 

In fact, the difficulty seems to be to get t column into 

ot. pile ; we cannot w well sink it through | ‘sand like a wr by a jet of water, 

was | done by at Coney we cannot exca 

rock 5 but in that e case the in masonry: is is likely t to be more than 

made. up by. the foundation expenses. we may ay drive a pile platform: 

_ under water, cover ‘ity with a grillage, | and set the column n upon tl that ; 

vill then be difficult to connect the column efficiently with the! founda- 

ee and the stability | against a side blow is likely ‘to be that due to the se 

friction « on the bottom—due to the weight 

‘This friction, if ee column rests upon stone, will be 60 per cent. of 

7 th e incumbent t weight. ss If it rests on timber it will be 40 per cent. rf Now, 

a jin the case described, the w eight of one column, § and of the } ortion of the : 

bridge which is stated to be 48 240 pounds so it rested 

Blow wo would equal to 28 944 pounds, while t the t thrust ¢ ot 8 feet o of water 

tability due the friction at bottom would only be 19 296 

CHARLES Macponarp. is. is difficult to see how the system — 

ean be carried out in practice with economy. 

a If the only object « the steel rod is to “supplement gravity,” 

y a ‘same result could be be obtained at less ex expense by simply adding dead a 

cight up spon the op of the column, in which case the questions 

= 

= ¥ 

= 
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We can, to be sure, put down a coffer dam — 
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floating timber would still havé to be 
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on strain n imparted vy the steel rod r remaining ‘This 

cannot conceive to be e practically possible. ith variation « of 

perature of say 90° Fahr. the the unequal dilation | of the two materials, 

and steel, would materially change the value of stress imparted 

conceive ‘that the anchorage i into the he bed rc rock i in the 1 manner 

. winds is upon, and | traffic over the structure, would ina short time ¢: cause ars 

mK, specified to be such os would resist the desired 1 strain for any consider able i 

4 : length of time. Inn my opinion, the vibration imparted to the columns by ‘ 

ach action at the anchorage as to permit the rod to move the feo of an oe 

7 a inch, thereby relievi ing the pressure intended to be exerted by the rod. a 

. would be interesting to know whether more than the ordinary — 

ar 7: appliances were required to turn the nute at the , top op of the three inch rod Bu 

to procure the alleged strain of 141 300 Ibs. 

T Coorsn.. —The columns ‘described in this paper may be 

pier construction to any “great extent, appears v very 

z The author states that the rods in the columns under the bridge over — “a 

F Presumpscot river, were given an initial strain of about 20 000 Ibs. per” a a 

_ apaee inch, but does | not state whether this wand done after the bridge ee 

fully loaded or not. («dif done previously. to the imposition of the ; 

load, w chen it needs its stability against the forces | due to this train. i For 

a weight, the rods would have little or “no strain, upon the passage of a 

Be, he s states the total strain on the column from the rod to be 141 300 Ibs. 

and the strain dne to the ond live) to be 136 500 Ibs. 

he considers the 

of the w ater the surface of the only—and gives 

consideration to floes of ice, rafts, bouts and floating flood trash; few 

“American or are fr om some of ‘these, and w we no 

He finds a factor of safety for or these pat ticular columns of 4 and 2 for 

; WOuld puL THis system outside of what may be called 

4 
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8 and 10 feet OF water respectively—with ¢ 

1.925 feet x by the depth of water. 



this: 

surface sufficiently to his factor of. safety to 

If ordinary substructures in streams were caleulated upon 

from water, it is very questionable, unless the 

data for caleulating the cost “of work these ‘columns 

= 

= sn iustrated may be applied with adv antage in certain cases 

Fearing that author may be subject to om misinterpretation, 

—— like to emphasize an essential point t which, as as I think, has not been “= 

__ He says that the tencile strain of steel rods compressing the s structure e- 

This is only conditionally true, and ind upon thé the proper disposition 

- this strain will depend entirely th the success vale failure of the pier. — 

= The moment of stability is to be | the weight | of the stone a 

: plus the pressure due to the tension of the rod multiplied in into alever arm PS 2 

equal to one- fourth of the base. This can only be true, if ‘the 

due to the r rod is an 1 applied or motive force, a acting like g grav gravity. — W hat, ig 4 

however, ist the | condition of the ‘strain in the rod? ‘There is = force 

ee ac cting, upwards against the direct stion of gravity of precisely “the same 

é intensity as the one vetoed downw ards, as in the case of a block which is 

An must be observed, | which is, ‘that, in order 

to obtain an applic d or motive such as is brought into the caleula- 

it will be necessary _ to o neutralize the force acting upwards. 

Sy can only t be done by ane horing the rod in the foundation to such an 

extent that this entire upward will be safely resisted by it, i. 

and prevented from in ‘opposition to ‘the dow 

| 

4 | for the purpose, especially ‘when the facility for bracing cheaply is so E x 
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‘insisted ‘upon and therefore might cause misapprehension, The 

only reference is made, when he says, ad let | the rod be anchored in the a 

te foundation,” but to what extent | this must be done, is not mentioned. — 

aes Fig. 1, Plate XLVIII, he describes an executed example, and : says 

t a he hole w was drilled into the rock 30 inches s deep to anchor the rod, but — then 

no nothing is said about the ‘capability of the 1 rock to withstand a lifting” 

en mene ul 300 Ibs. (of course before the ee of the soba is on ad 

Mr. Searles sa says that heretofore metal was ‘‘ “used to merely 

coming through the masonry,’ but that the pr nov el case 

ithout ‘giv ing the conditions) prineiple of utilizing the elasticity of 

earth or other material, and adding, “the only essential thing being a 

= ‘continuity of solid stone betw ween the bearing } points of the rod.’ ol a 

is in myn mind this ill ll be economical 

enough t to resist the 2 upward actio of that same strain, 

be ascertained when the is finally ‘put ‘under 

tension, as every part of an inch corresponds, in Mr . Searles’ 

case, to over 600 Ibs. To be certain of the exact amount kat motion, 

i Ww when tightening 1 up up the rod, which is s solely due to its extension but does 4 Gs 

contain element due to the compression of the masonry, 1 requires 

a delicac y of adjustment which is difficult at best, and in many cones 

may perhaps be impossible. ae Als 

CHARLES E mery—I have examined ‘this: paper with considerable 

inten est, from the on ‘that it to be a practical applic ation of the 

anchorage furnishing such resistance is indispensable to the- 

3 7 
4 — 

= 

= 

=. subjected to the extraneous forces which he assumes. 
= A further remark might to mislead the reader on this 

— 

z Bat Ja Nor does he allude to the importance of this question, when he says ae q 

‘‘it is not necessary to the system that the foundations should be a 

> 

% — amount of masonry which is saved in the upper part of the structure — = 

by utilizing the downward strain in the rod as a motive force would 

‘34 ss generally have to be built into it as a foundation or anchorage to get - ——- 4 4 
— — 
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— 
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years since the hint of tension. * Is am m pleased to tate” 

“all columns ¢ than that offered in the paper and giving» 

results | somew hat more favorable to stability. 

gure let A B represe ent 0 one of the columns, and suppose any sec; 

tion to be compressed by the dead load, 

an internal rod from | plane in the 4 

wo line am to © another | in the line bn. 1 

e column, it has no tendency 

the total vertical 

i must be developed on opposite si sides des of 

the column to resist the lateral moment. 

Were the column homogeneous and 

under vertical strain, the movement due 

to the moment, as well as the oenins 

dev veloped, -would be represented by tw 

triangles, boc an and ‘ros, , and the initial 1 

strain does not change this 

tion, for strain is simply increased 

f irk om on one one side by the the forces represented by — 

cS, other by the es represented by the triangle ro: ros, the moment being g 

balanced by difference in “strain as befor e. So » long as the forces 

The article | in the Railroad Gazette, 

the effect that tightening the back braces of a bridge increased the strains on main members Pe 

; & when supporting external loads. The contrary appeared so evident that I went further than og “s 

" ey necessary by asserting that it was a general principle that strains due to interna) tension o> a 

by the tightening of one member upcn another were not increased by the application of os 

external loads producing strajns of less intensity. | This appeared accurate at first sight, from ae 

the following illustration: If a spring balance were hung up, and maintained in a state of “as 

tension of say 50 Ibs. per index, by struts between cross pieces in the rings, evidently any 4 z 

— with the formula i 
- 

ula in my recent pa 
— 

nee of Beams,” enables me to suggest what I think will be 

— 

 foree, but, a8 
but, as in any case of transverse 

— 

— 

= 



a those « due to the e initial tension, evidently. the strain on the rod will noe 

such -cireumstances, ‘in the condition of the e compressed side of a beam. 

Before the lateral moment acts consecutive ‘Sections of the beam | are 

“be altered. "The w wed str pasture, ine neluding t the rod and stone, is, under zi 

parallel, and may be represented by the e lines am and bn, bat 0 on ‘the se. 

of the beuding g moment such lines s converge, and the axis for 

reference corresponding. to the neutral axis, rapidly, approaches the 

4 eolumn, but should in general outside. ‘The fore may, 

ev er, be increased until the neutral axis | “mov oves ¥ w within the section of the 

ag column, in Ww hich case the vertical lifting force due to the moment has over- 

‘balanced the downward pressure, na strain is sthrown upon the rod in ad- 

dition to its initial tension. WwW hen, however, the strains from the moment ve OR ev from the m 

hept less than the original tension, the former may be separately oom 

sic ered. In my paper referred to, * 343, itis ; shown n that the centre of effor = 

eo of the forces either side the neutral axis for a rectangular section are situs uated — 

at distances ro and r, ., from the axis equal respectively fora homogensons 

‘material to? the semi- -diameter. ‘Using my notation of M= the bending 

al ‘and N the longitudinal force due thereto, which acts in opposite a 

direct tions on the two sides of the axis, we have for r my paper (Eq. -m = 

M- + +r), or using Mr. Searles’ notation as far as 

in in whic ‘h F= the lateral force at the top of nn h the hight, a ® 

a the diameter of the column. Henee 
7 

(2) N=——— Tike 

the total vertical stress derived from the dena weight 

and the tension on the rod, as ‘explained } previously, the outer; joint will 

not or the tension on the rod be increased, so long a as V and 

‘not be increased until the external Joad produced strains greater than the internal tension of . 

50 lbs. Mr. J. F. Flagg, however, called attention to the fact that this would be true precisely =e oii 
a only when the struts were inelastic, when Mr. E. S. Philbrick pointed out that the reacting — 

elasticity would in general soon exhaust itself, the sections of struts being usually larger a 

than those of ties, and that, therefore, the strains would only be increased slightly by external — ee 

loads. All these suggestions together showed the true solution of the question; but it , 

a required a mathematical calculation to ascertain exact velues which I expected to present 

before this, and which will show the original statement practically true, viz., that tightening : 

the back braces of a bridge as constructed (in practice) does not increase the strain on main 

} _Tembers under external loads, though the proposition, as a general principle, requires the - 

— 

= 
| 

4 

_ 4 

4 
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— 4 
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| 

— z= 

= 
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paper for 

are column, — 

x9T 
= 102 375 Ibs. 

= 143 570 Ibs. 

=z so the joints will not be opened = 

or the s strains on the rod increased. ‘From the maximum strat 

the strains | are applied i in the direction of the Aiagonal of 

in ge reneral be: the case in the ‘example giv ren, the 

between a the cer centres af effort (ro + 707 « d, 80 the sev 

Qa) N= 1. 

ce in the particular case N= = 96 506 Ibs. ; 

vad stability i is than but Ges 

case as soon as NW becomes greater than strains 

—— 

—s _ for this condition we have from equations (10) and (17) o ss 

a % _ the unit s strain due to the lateral moment at the edge of as & 

— of the column, 

a 

ae aa 750 Ibs. acting at a height, h = 14 feet with diameter, d = 2 feet, we " 

— 

a 4 4 

— 

— 

are thrown on the rod and the factor of is limited by 



tensile ‘resistance: or ultimate crushing of the 

the moment is reduced | to the s semi- i-diame ter little less, Tt will 

e the initial ‘stability i is greater though 

the ultimate resistance ‘is as ‘stated in a the calculations 

of the modu 

tenance of the initial : 

tension under va variations in ia temperature other practical conditions 

W ILLIAM H. as as the 

and since steel ential heat some 20 ti times more rapidly than _ 

granite, the two will be of. sensibly : the same temperature at all times. a 

If the column is heated to 120° Fah. on the si nny side, _ its temperaty ure 

a may be 80° on the opposite side, ‘giving an average of 100° for the heart BS 

the column, an and ‘the steel, the was s erected at atem- 

Difference is 
6 

86 

30 000 ners which is now adopted. ‘For extreme cold 1a the t Senses is 

increased, and the stability Mkowies, ithout, how 

the stool by unduetension, 

of w while the section of ‘the stone in n the example cited i is 80 

01 of its strain. As the live load and horizontal force both 

is refinement of correction was “arbitrarily assumed for illustration, thi 

q 

= 
‘The above equations are equ 

— 
column is bent, formi | 

a a 
4 ; 

The expansion of steel, per degree, is.......... .OOO00600 

4 
which corresponds to a change in strain ¢ 

— ore, in the extreme heat the rod Wmr a 

| 

f om 

q a the granite will be .075 the extension of the rod. If afterwards a load is “its 4 



is of importance, however, when calculations to 

parties for whom the were ‘built, were | posi- q 

tive that chances of ‘impact | by any heavy Gontiog were 

in thine case. too, the depth of. eight feet of Ww ater is the abso- 

» lute e maximum—the d depth of of ten feet is imaginary. . We e may not be able a 

to decide ‘from theoretical considerations | Ww nat amount of impact such 

columns would safely resist; but it could hardl 7 be lees than that of y 

any iron columns that might be adopted in their place. A granite 

is now buildin at Mott Haven, N, % which i is to be tested for 
+ 

impact as. well as for other kinds | of strain, It is hoped ‘that thane 

experiments will throw considerable light on on this suk bject. be 

. all It ought not to need say ing that the design of these columns, Doth i in 

elevation and plan, can be varied ad libitum to meet the requirements of 

sp ecial cases. Thus, quite a a heavy } pier may be built w up p to the limit of 

the flood or ice line, to resist impact and extraordinary from 

the st sean ond yet mens surmounted bys a slender column oa stone to « car ry 

in overturning. would ¢ onary away a portion of the with it 

_ The surface of a a right cone 30 inches high, and havi ing 30 inches base, is 

strain of 141 400 ‘pounds being 

eal In case of soft rock which ‘might not resist the direct pressure “a in 

‘rod, a. larger piece of iron may b be anchored securely in the rock to gain a 

ee adequate resistance, and the x rod | serewed into this. _ A combination of nu 

wis accomplishes the same purpose at any desired depth. 

much i in a 28 foot ‘column, so o that the taller ge structure the ; great 

ainst a loss of tension in the rod. pe 

When the bed rock is submerged with other mater 

much smaller coffer dams may be ‘employ. ed than al or ee mene 

q 

= — 

— 
— 

A q 

— 

g reintorced Dy a steel rod extendmg 

Itis, of course, obvious that when the rod is anchored in solid rock 

— 

a 
a 

— 



- 

od these: may in -e and filled with concrete a eround 

“ columns, giving additional st stability. — Ora crib may be sunk to the 

a rock filled with concer concrete, and a column complete in itself may be bedded 

in this material to a pooper: depth without going to the bed rock with 

- When th the foundation is. of sand, the columns may be built on a 

a taging ou out of w rater, and au ards eunk by the water jet process _ 
Ong 
ay depth, ‘the w down outside of the column 

Ber: stability while the granite © core ‘running: the ough itt to the bottom secures 

Sa utilize more fully the stability of | the foundation than an iron column * 

Emery, ‘in his discussion of strains, assumes the ‘column to 

| homogeneous beam, which it is not. While hi his form mule seem n to be be ap- 

- the resistance. required for the steel, and enables the stone column to 

so long as the ce centre re of ‘pressure is within ‘the middle third, yet 

sents the the foundation at the lowe er joint. Its area 

“where the contre of p pressure i re intersects the ‘base. Wh hen y y=t = id, the 

"dase of ‘the ‘triangle = = d, its areaa=}p X P for a unit’ 

e of column ; ; whence, ing by the 

as before, 

the maximum strain in the granite at the surface of the ¢ colum 
3% 

= of the suggested in a greater degree to 

columns, while the stone column has in its favor no limitation as | to 

size, an increasing stability with increasing ‘load, absolte durability of 

mater ial, and for painting or repairs. Lugs 

— 

4 | 

4 

a 4 screwed and detached. Columns for this purpose may be 16 or 18 

“4 

q 
— 

ag 



‘&e., though braces | are « unnecessary, since the column: — 

a technical consideration the j 

that of f ordinary masonry, but also within the cost of iron cian of 

- equal strength when their necessary foundations are included in the 

E BR RAT 

ad 

206. line, omit the Ww ord tong. 

“206. line, 

919, line from top, for when read ? 

Thirteenth line fr from top, for dykes, 

— 


